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Il candidato dichiara altresì che tutti i materiali utilizzati durante la preparazione dell9elaborato 

sono stati indicati nel testo e nella sezione <Riferimenti bibliografici= e che le eventuali 

citazioni testuali sono individuabili attraverso l9esplicito 
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With the guidance of Amartya Sen9s Capability Approach framework, t

borrowers9 
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Questa ricerca esplora l’integrazione dei servizi non finanziari (NFS) nei modelli di 

microfinanza per migliorare il successo e la sostenibilità dei microimprenditori. Mentre i 

modelli tradizionali di microfinanza si concentrano principalmente sui tassi di rimborso dei 

prestiti come principale misura di successo, questo studio sostiene che è necessario un 

approccio più olistico. 

 

Il primo capitolo introduce lo studio, fornendo informazioni di contesto sul potenziale 

mercato del credito in Pakistan e delineando gli obiettivi e le domande della ricerca. 

 

Il secondo capitolo presenta il framework teorico e la literary review, concentrandosi 

sull’Approccio delle Capacità teorizzato da Amartya Sen. Mette a confronto diversi approcci 

al microcredito, descrivendo in dettaglio i benefici e i costi associati agli NFS ed esamina 

diversi modelli di NFS come ad esempio, gli approcci collegati, paralleli e unificati. Il 

capitolo confronta anche le pratiche di microfinanza in Europa e nelle regioni in via di 

sviluppo, evidenziando le differenze nell’entità del prestito, nei tassi di interesse, ecc. 
 

Il terzo capitolo delinea la metodologia di ricerca, descrivendo in dettaglio la raccolta dei dati, 

la selezione del campione e le strategie di raccolta dei dati. Sottolinea l’importanza della 
diversità geografica, etnica e religiosa nel campione per garantire approfondimenti completi. 

 

Il quarto capitolo affronta le delimitazioni, i limiti e i presupposti dello studio. 

 

Il quinto capitolo presenta l’analisi e i risultati principali. Esplora i dati demografici, i profili, i 
processi di prestito e l'accesso agli istituti bancari formali dei mutuatari, identificando le sfide 

e le difficoltà percepite. Il capitolo approfondisce la percezione delle NFS, le loro prospettive 

di adattamento in Pakistan e la disponibilità dei mutuatari a pagare per tali servizi. Include i 

casi di studio provenienti da Karachi, Lahore e Islamabad, che illustrano diversi percorsi 

imprenditoriali e il ruolo del tutoraggio e della NFS nel loro successo. 

 

Il sesto capitolo esamina le implicazioni dei risultati di carattere più ampio. Affronta la 

povertà e le disparità di reddito, evidenziando il potenziale della microfinanza come 

strumento per alleviare la povertà. Il capitolo esamina la correlazione tra livelli di istruzione e 

indebitamento, l’adeguatezza dei prestiti e le politiche creditizie. Sottolinea le sfide legate 

all’accesso al sistema bancario tradizionale e il potenziale di successo imprenditoriale 

attraverso gli NFS, esplorando la relazione tra i diversi tipi di NFS e la disponibilità a pagare 

dei mutuatari. 

 

Il settimo capitolo conclude la ricerca, riassumendo le principali intuizioni e fornendo 

suggerimenti per futuri programmi di microfinanza. 
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rower9s needs are met beyond just 

term success of the borrower9s business. This approach aims to bring 
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 entrepreneurs9 business successes 
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In the context of microfinance, 8poverty9 is an important concept and Sen9s redefinition of 

deprivation in the capability to live a good life, and 8development9 as capability expansion are 

creating the Capability Approach in the 1980s. Understanding and evaluating Sen9s 

, as it complements Sen9s 

contributions in these diverse fields. Sen9s most influential and comprehensive account of his 

focuses on the enhancement of people9s real freedom to choose the kinds of 

Sen first presented the idea of <capability= in his Tanner Lectures on 8 9

9 9

Marx9s comments on capacities 

Smith9s analysis of relative poverty in

country9s wealth and different cultural norms affected which material 

goods were understood to be a 8necessity9.
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8 9 and 8capability9 are the states of 8being9 and 8doing9

Sen argues that resources are input but their value depends on the individual9s ability to convert

one9s

8conversion factors9 are thus directly reflective of the available set of 

8beings9 and 8doings9). 
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(8 9)

(8capability9).
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The differences between the two schools of thought of Minimalist and Integrated approaches, 

depicted in Figure 3, allow microfinance are explored by authors like Ledgerwood (1999), Bhatt 

and Tang (2001), and Waller and Woodworth (2001), among others. The main argument centres 

around whether microcredit providers should focus on delivering financial services
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Figure 3: 
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9

lient9s

Clients9

 

in Argentina, KCB Bank in Kenya and VPBank in Vietnam, plus Women9s World Banking, Global Best 
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Figure 4
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Figure 4: How NFS Can Address Entrepreneurial Constraints  
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where MFIs become more appealing to donors when their programs aim to improve people9s 

9

study9s
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preneur9s efficiency. 

In collaboration with IFC and FMO, the report, <Non

led Small and Medium Enterprises for Banks= 
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8 9:

increase a bank9s 8

9 to the proportion of a customer9s total spending on 

KCB9s WSME
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Investments in NFS, such as NatWest9s Women in Business initiative, can take six months to 

Despite the positive attributes credited to NFS and highlighted in the section above, some 

scholars claim that there is a negative relationship between financial sustainability and 

outreach; a higher client base expansion leads to bigger transaction costs in turn reducing 

MFIs financial sustainability (Hulme & Mosley, 1998).  
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9 
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from IFC found that income from increased loan revenue can <more than cover the cost of 

ally= (Tobin et 

eon in the Dominican Republic9s 

Here, financial sustainability9s measures are 
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MFIs9 total assets and consequently increases their return on assets (ROA). 
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they offer. Additionally, NFS can hinder MFI9s 

9s impact on

9 

the mere completion of an apprenticeship is a poor indicator of an entrepreneur9s knowledge 
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Germany9s Cooperatives Raiffeisen in the 19 century, Italy9s 8Casse Rurali9 cooperative 

model, and the UK9s Cooperative Credit Society Act of 1904 (Mader, 2016)

9
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 41 

such as the 8individualism versus collectivism dimension9 (IDV) of Hofstede9s 

of Pakistan9s socio

<

than 10 employees and either a turnover or a balance sheet under EUR 2 million.= 
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. The report9s results, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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characteristics of Pakistan, ensuring the study9s results are viable and applicable to the general 
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Akhuwat9s

–
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Akhuwat9s client base, enhancing the reliability of the research findings.
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person at the borrower9s location, either at home or workspace

The second section focused on the borrower9s relationship with the MFI 

The third and final section focused on the borrower9s 
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Lahore is a key city in the province of Punjab and one of Pakistan9s most significant cultural, 

By selecting these three cities, the study captures a broad spectrum of Pakistan9s populace, 
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for understanding the nuances of their financial needs and challenges, the loan9s effect on each 

positive effect on the client9s businesses. This would help determi

credit, and move to a model that fully supports the client9s needs. 
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To effectively analyse the borrowers9 responses and situate them within a relevant context, it is 

The detailed demographic analysis will help contextualize the research9s findings and 

Figure 8
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like Lahore9s Walled City and 

Karachi9s Saddar To
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Figure 12: Islamabad Population by Gender, Age, Urbanization, and Literacy 
 

Borrowers9 

The lower end of the income bracket is 8Less than PKR 20, 000 (EUR 70)9 with a total of 5 

With a slightly higher income range, the 8Less than PKR 30,000 (EUR 110)9 bracket indicates 
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spectrum: 8PKR 100,000 (EUR 350)9 and 8PKR 300,000 

(EUR 1,100)9, with 6 and 3 borrower respondents respectively. This group, comprising 

Bachelor9s degree. 

Figure 14
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Figure 14: 
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• 

• 

• 

Bachelor9s degree. Generally, there are fewer women who have completed a Bachelor9s 

as a way of guarantors in each other9s loans 

to Akhuwat9s methodology: it 
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Akhuwat9s Loan Process

for each city9s loan amounts and frequencies can be found in the Annexes

to Akhuwat9s 

Client  Inquiry 

& Group Form at ion

Repaym ent  Process

Area Office Verif icat ion Loan Approval Com m it t ee

(LAC) Review

Loan Applicat ion 

Subm ission

Guarant ee M echanism

Field Verif icat ion by

 Loan Officer

Voluntary Donat ions

Branch M anager Review

 & Group M eet ing

Repeat  loan or Follow -on loan

Pin Code Generat ion & Loan

Disbursem ent

Client comes for information. 

Group lending setup with self-formed

groups ensuring mutual guarantees.

Groups consist of 3, 4, or 6 members.

Members guarantee each other.

Installment due dates based on

disbursement date.

Payments via M-Bill vouchers,

EasyPaisa, Jazz Cash, or bank apps.

Additional verifications by NADRA and

other government offices.

Checks previous loans , electricity bill,

income confirmation.

Loan amount recommended by loan

officer and confirmed by branch

manager.

Final approval by Area Manager.

Each member fills an application form

separately.

Application cost is PKR. 289 (EUR 1).

 Loan amounts range from PKR 40k-

200k (140 - 650 EUR), funded by a

Punjab government scheme.

Group loans: mutual guarantees

among members. 

Individual loans: two external

guarantors required.

Guarantees support each other in

case of late re-payment or defaults .

Loan officer visits borrowers9 home

and workplace to verify information.

Verifies income, business, neighbors'

testimony, and lifestyle.

 Ensures accuracy of provided

information.

Branch manager reviews the case.

Group meeting in a mosque to discuss

responsibilities.

Meeting in mosque ensures

commitment to repayment and mutual

support.

Repeat loan undergoes the same

approval process as the initial loan.

If approved, the loan amount is

disbursed, and the client begins a new

loan cycle.

Amount is revised and the loan may

be of a greater amount. 

Loan Case given a unique pin code.

Disbursement plan and final meeting

in the mosque. 

Borrower withdraws the loan using the

unique pin code from Allied Bank.

Donations made by borrowers to

support future borrowers - based on

8pay-it-forward9 approach.

Collected through vouchers and

deposited into Habib Bank Limited

app. 
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• 

This data coupled with all 47 of the borrower respondents choosing 8Very Satisfied9 on a Likert 

scale ranging from 8Very Satisfied9 to 8Very Dissatisfied9 with the credit services offered by 

• 

• 
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Figure 27 Figure 28 Figure 29
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• 

These findings suggest that the perceived importance of the factor varies significantly across 

different income brackets, with middle and higher income groups tending to regard it as more 

crucial compared to lower income groups. 
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microentrepreneurs currently don9t have access to. 

• 

• 
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such difficult financial circumstances, the family9s 10

family9s income. Traditionally, the shoemaking craft 
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This family9s experience is another such story highlighting the need for comprehensive support 

determination in the face of life9s challenges. 

son9s newly opened grocery shop nearby that she has

and how he has been largely absent from her and her children9s lives since, making her the sole 

families9

chips in for her husband9s rehabilitation expenses and ensures his basic needs are met. Saira 
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striving to succeed without the holistic support needed to thrive. Saira9s desire for additional 

son9s business, who is 16 years old and due to being underage, does not have access to a loan 

However, due to her husband9s objections, she faces barriers in advancing her daughter9s 

education or preparing her for future employment. Due to this, Zainab9s daughter is currently 

at home and <doing nothing=.

Zainab9s situation reflects broader societal challenges regarding women9s empowerment and 
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YBI9s 8 9
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entrepreneurs9

attributed the success of their business <completely= or <to a large extent= to their mentors. 

mentees stating their mentor helped them <significantly= or <completely.= Additionally, more 
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9s

9s

< =

its positive impact on their own work. Chile9s Acción Emprendedora saw a mentor help a small 

A mentee from Argentina9s Fundación Impulsar had such a beneficial experience that she now 
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Elwin added, that <

= and 
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Discussions with Qredits were central to this research9s findings that successful microfinance 

financial services (NFS). Qredits9 model 
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Qredits9 impact on businesses and their customer demographics
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8MyQredits Customer Portal9

漃ࠀ
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<NyföretagarCentrum gives aspiring entrepr

they know that help is offered and extended.= 

–
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based aspects (D9Attoma & Matteucci, 2023). Before forming links 

between poverty, income and microfinance, it is imperative to define the term 8poverty9. At the 

UN9s World Summit on Social Development, the 8Copenhagen Declaration9 described poverty 

as <a condition characterised by severe deprivation of basic human needs including food, safe 

on.=

8poverty line9 which is set as USD 2.15 (approximately PKR 661, EUR 2.3) per person per day 

or USD 63 (approximately PKR 17,500, EUR 58) per person per month. With microfinance9s 

Sen9s capability approach offers a 

person9s 8capability set9: the range of choices they can make for a good life. Over 

to Pakistan. All European countries9 minimum wage is significantly higher to that of Pakistan. 
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Borrowers9 economic vulnerability is evident in this research9s data sample since 

, ties in with Sen9s (1999) capabi

9s

income inequality. Similarly, O9Neil (1995) noted that developed countries saw a decrease in 
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–

ving 8no formal 

education9 were not able to access schooling. A significant number of women respondents (60% 

in the same category of 8no formal education9 attributed their lack of access to education purely 

to their parents9 financial

impacts the child9s future. This is particularly relevant when parents are faced with the choice 

India, noted that <in every interaction in which a husband gives his wife permission to go 

cessary= (
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Rejeb (2012) find that <an increase by 1 percentage point of inflation is equivalent to an increase 

the level of inequality of 0.03 percentage points.=

9s 

 

9
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9

 

 8MFBs9 shall mean companies incorporated in Pakistan and licensed by the State Bank 

 <Poor person= means person who has meagre means of subsistence and whose total 

• 

• 
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• 

PKR 150,000 should not surpass 40% of the MFB9s total loan portfolio. Additionally, the

The loan must only be provided by the MFB if its suitable to the borrower9s abilities. Before 

depth business appraisal is carried out to assess the borrower9s income, expenses, 

Pakistan9s Credit Information Bureau (CIB) or any other suitable loan Information Bureau of 

f Pakistan9s Credit Information Bureau if the 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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<It takes more than $700 to open a bank account in Cameroon more than the country9s GDP 

consumer loan application in Pakistan.= 

more threatening towards nation9s economy, development of communities and economic well

be positively evaluated (8what capabilities does this person have?9). This approach allows an 
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open diagnostic perspective on what is going well or badly in people9s lives that can reveal 

reveal value and client constraints. If the MFI9s approach is limited to considering just 8basic 

capabilities9, the it9s a narrow assessment or deprivation and abilities and a failing attempt to 

Finance Corporation (IFC) surveyed 21 banks in 18 countries and found that banks9 main 

The panel for <Non ervices: Models to maximize effectiveness= (Financial 

8 9
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Bank of Palestine9s 

off, yet a closer analysis reveals that this 8all considered9 judgement 

capability approach9s relevance here is to argue that if individuals are falling short on a 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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9 9

9t

< s= makes her feel like she is < = 

<unable to cope with growing technology=

how he has many ideas for his business but no direction and <does not know where to look for 

help=.
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s9

Sen9s (1985) 8 9
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borrowers9
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adapting to meet the clients9 needs is easy and quick. 

9
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microfinance on women9s empowerment: Evidence from Malaysia. 

elaboration of Sen9s capability approach.

Amartya Sen. 1989. <Development as Capability Expansion,= Journal of Development Planning 19: 
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synthesis of Sen9s work on human development and the Capability Approach.
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